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Abstract: In the Venetian lagoon, the storm surge barriers (Mo.S.E. system) are crucial to prevent
urban flooding during extreme stormy events. The inlet closures have some cascading effects on
the hydrodynamics and sediment transports of this shallow tidal environment. The present study
aims at investigating the effects of the Mo.S.E. closure on the wind-wave propagation inside the
lagoon. In situ wave data were collected to establish a unique dataset of measurements recorded in
front of San Marco square between July 2020 and December 2021, i.e., partially during the COVID-19
pandemic. Ten storm events were analyzed in terms of significant wave heights and simultaneous
wind characteristics. This dataset allowed for validating a spectral wave model (SWAN) applied to
the whole lagoon. The results show that the floodgate closures, which induce an artificial reduction
of water levels, influence significant wave heights HS, which decrease on average by 22% compared
to non-regulated conditions, but in the shallower areas (for example tidal flats and salt marshes), the
predicted decrease is on average 48%. Consequently, the analysis suggests that the Mo.S.E. closures are
expected to induce modifications in the wave overtopping, wave loads and lagoon morphodynamics.

Keywords: in situ investigation; pressure gauges; wave measurements; spectral wave model SWAN;
San Marco basin; Venice; storm-surge barriers; Mo.S.E.

1. Introduction

The Venetian lagoon is an ephemeral system in continuous evolution that responds
to modifications induced by natural and anthropogenic stressors (Fletcher & Spencer [1]).
Hydrodynamics and sedimentary processes play an essential role in the evolution of this
lagoon (Defendi et al. [2]; Ghinassi et al. [3]), which is characterized by a very irregular
morphology, consisting of mud flats, salt marshes, islands and a thick network of channels.
In this fragile environment the city of Venice is located, nominated a UNESCO world
heritage site with its surrounding lagoon, and several other islands with great historical,
cultural, artistic and monumental value; in addition, there are industrial, commercial,
touristic and port activities/economy to be preserved (Scarpa et al. [4]).

The combined effect of storm surges forced by south-eastern and north-eastern winds
(named, respectively, Scirocco and Bora), tides, land subsidence and sea level rise are respon-
sible for the locally called Acqua Alta (“high water”) phenomenon that causes the flooding
of Venice (Trincardi et al. [5]; Trigo and Davies [6]). In a changing climate, towards the end
of the century, the sea level might rise dramatically, increasing the frequency of inundations,
as well as increasing their duration and extent (Lionello et al. [7], Zanchettin et al. [8]).

To defend the Venetian lagoon against frequent flooding, the impressive system of
mobile barriers known as Mo.S.E. (from the Italian acronym for “Experimental Electrome-
chanical Module”) were built at the three inlets that connect the lagoon with the Adriatic
Sea. The storm surge barriers defend the city of Venice and the lagoon islands from fore-
casted water levels above 110 cm (Umgiesser [9]) over the local datum and are crucial
to prevent the flooding of Venice during extreme events. The Mo.S.E. operations follow
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a complex closing procedure (described in detail by Umgiesser [9]) based on forecasted
water levels, wind velocity, river overflow and rain. The closing of the barriers takes
approximately 30 min, and the opening lasts 15–30 min. This system started to be operative
in October 2020, and since then the lagoon has been closed more than 35 times.

The inlet closures have some consequences on tide and wave propagation, sediment
transport, etc. and several studies investigated the different effects of the Mo.S.E closures.
Mel et al. [10] demonstrated that the wind setup inside the lagoon significantly increases
when the gates at the three inlets are closed. Umgiesser [9] investigated the impact of
Mo.S.E. closures in terms of number of closures under climate change scenarios and
highlighted that one closure per day on average will be necessary for the worst future
scenario to safeguard Venice. Recently, Tognin et al. [11] analyzed with a two-dimensional
finite-element numerical model the first two Mo.S.E. closures (3 and 15 October 2020) and
found that the temporary closure of the inlets can deeply affect the lagoon morphodynamics,
promoting sediment reworking on tidal flats and channel infilling while hindering salt
marsh vertical accretion.

Wind-wave generation and propagation inside the Venetian lagoon is, however, only
partially investigated in the literature (Tommasini et al. [12], Carniello et al. [13]), as well as
fragmented, and no recent wave measurements are available, which frequently covering
only a short period of time. Therefore, the evaluation of the effects of the temporary
disconnection of the lagoon from the sea on wind-wave propagation is not straightforward,
neither with field data nor with validated numerical tools.

The aim of the present study is to specifically examine the effect of the Mo.S.E. closures
on wind-wave events through the analysis of in situ measurements and on the use of a
spectral wave model (SWAN, Simulating WAves Nearshore). The SWAN model is exten-
sively used for coastal studies, but few of them investigate the wave prediction in enclosed
basins (such as lagoons, lakes or fjords) which represents a challenging issue and requires
specific attention; see for instance Christakos et al. [14], Moeini and Etemad-Shahidi [15]
and Aydoğan and Ayat [16].

For the present study, pressure sensors were installed in front of San Marco square
from July 2020 until December 2021, permitting the analysis of ten storm events, six during
Mo.S.E. closures and four during ordinary storm events. The measurements are also used to
validate the SWAN performance. To better understand the effects of the Mo.S.E. closures in
the whole lagoon, the numerical model results for the flood-regulated events are compared
with those for nonregulated conditions, which would have occurred in the absence of the
floodgate closures.

This paper includes two main sections and a concluding paragraph. In the following
section, the investigated area and the applied methods are described, which include the de-
scription of the in situ investigation, the instruments used, the data analysis, the numerical
model and its settings. The third section presents the results of the analysis of in situ data
and the numerical simulations, with a focus on the comparison between flood-regulated
and non-regulated lagoon conditions. Lastly, conclusions are drawn.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Investigated Area

The Venetian lagoon is the largest coastal lagoon in the Mediterranean area (Scarton [17]),
covering a surface of 550 km2. It is a shallow water body located in the northern part
of the Adriatic Sea along the eastern coast of Italy (45◦ N, 12◦ E) and connected to the
northern Adriatic Sea through three large inlets: Lido, Malamocco and Chioggia. Two
inhabited barrier islands partially separate the lagoon from the Adriatic sea, whereas tidal
inlets regulate the fluxes of water and sediment within the open sea. The morphology
of the lagoon consists of a complex of intertidal marshes, intertidal mudflats, submerged
mudflats, a network of natural and navigation channels and several small islands, some of
them inhabited. The salt marshes area (now ~40 km2) has been reduced by a third since the
beginning of the century due to reclamation, erosion, pollution and natural and human-
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induced subsidence (Molinaroli et al. [18]). In particular, the central lagoon basin was
affected by extensive erosion from 1970 to 2000 (Sarretta et al. [19]). Given the importance of
understanding sediment dynamics and the effects on morphology, several studies focused
the attention on sediment exchanges by applying numerical models (Ferrarin et al. [20],
Bellafiore et al. [21], Tambroni and Seminara [22]), and more recently, also with the support
of remote sensing techniques (Scarpa et al. [23]). In fact, today, the lagoon is becoming
increasingly deeper and saltier as it slowly returns to the sea (Ackroyd [24]).

Figure 1a shows the bathymetry of the lagoon based on a mosaic of topographic data
recorded in different years (http://cigno.ve.ismar.cnr.it, accessed on 1 May 2022). Almost
all the areas coloured in blue correspond to salt marshes that developed between 0.25 m
and 0.37 m above average sea level (Ivajnšič et al. [25]). Venice is located in the northern
part, next to the Lido inlet.

Lido Inlet
Malamocco Inlet

Chioggia Inlet

Wave gauges 
(San Marco 

square - Venice)

Venetian 
lagoon

80-120°N

120-180°N

PS

(a) (b)

(c)

−48 m ‒ −12 m
−12 m ‒ −7 m
−7 m ‒ −2.5 m
−2.5 m ‒ −1.5 m
−1.5 m ‒ −1.1 m
−1.1 m ‒ −0.9 m
−0.9 m ‒ −0.6 m
−0.6 m ‒ −0.2 m
−0.2 m ‒ +0.5 m
+0.5 m ‒ +1.9 m

Figure 1. (a) Bathymetry of the Venetian lagoon where the three lagoon inlets and the position
of the San Marco square are highlighted; the grey box indicated the nested grid domain used in
the numerical modelling; (b) San Marco basin: the box also shows the Punta della Salute (PS) tidal
gauge and two fetch sectors for wind-wave generation; (c) Italian peninsula and location of the
Venetian lagoon.

High water levels (Acqua Alta events) in the Venetian lagoon develop due to a com-
bination of astronomical tides and meteorological storm surges (Umgiesser et al. [26]).
The semidiurnal tidal range is on average 0.55 m and up to 1 m in spring conditions
(Helsby [27]), one of the highest observed in the Mediterranean. High storm surges are
generated by low-pressure systems and winds blowing from the northeast and southeast,
named Bora and Scirocco (Ruol et al. [28]). Especially, this latter long-fetch wind that
blows over the whole Adriatic Sea is responsible for the pilling up of the water in the
northern Adriatic Sea (Trincardi et al. [5]) and therefore, together with tides, the effects of
subsidence and sea level rise, causing the flooding of Venice. The highest events occurred
on 4 November 1966 (Canestrelli et al. [29]) when the sea level rose approximately 1.94 m
above ZMPS (Italian acronym for Zero Mareografico Punta della Salute, the local tidal datum).
Recently, the second-highest event was measured, on 12 November 2019 at 22.50 UTC,
during which the water level reached 1.87 m ZMPS (Cavaleri et al. [30]).

The Mo.S.E. system was designed to mitigate the effect of the high tide conditions and
reduce flooding events (for technical details, see [31] and https://www.mosevenezia.eu/
progetto/, accessed on 15 May 2022). The system consists of 78 independently oscillating
mobile barriers that can temporarily close the lagoon inlets and maintain the water level in
front of San Marco square (Venice) below a certain threshold (1.10 m ZMPS in extreme cases,

http://cigno.ve.ismar.cnr.it
https://www.mosevenezia.eu/progetto/
https://www.mosevenezia.eu/progetto/
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more frequently in the range of 0.7 m–0.9 m ZMPS). The Mo.S.E. is not intended to protect
specifically San Marco square, which has elevations below these thresholds, i.e., mean
elevation of the square is ~0.95 m ZMPS, with some areas in front of San Marco church
lower than 0.7 m ZMPS (Favaretto et al. [32]). Therefore, the basin in front of the square
represents an interesting location to measure the waves generated by winds blowing from
the southeast (see fetch sectors in Figure 1b). In fact, during extreme events, the flooding of
the square is mainly caused by the backflow through the drainage system but could also be
exacerbated by wave overtopping (Ruol et al. [33]).

The first Mo.S.E. closures were in October 2020 and so far, the lagoon was closed
during more than 35 events when the expected water levels were forecast to be higher than
1.10 m ZMPS (1.30 m during the very first closures) in front of Venice. A full description of
the first closures is reported in Mel et al. [34].

The tidal and wind data used in the present study come from the “Centro Previsioni e
Segnalazioni Maree” (CPSM) and the “Istituto superiore per la protezione e la ricerca ambientale”
(ISPRA) databases, stored with a time step of 10 min. As generally used in this area, the
local tidal datum is the official reference of Punta della Salute gauge (named as mentioned
before ZMPS ~ +0.23 m below the Italian national datum), located in front of San Marco
square (Figure 1b).

2.2. In Situ Wave Measurements

Two small pressure gauges (RBR Solo D wave), named “SMa” and “SMb”, were
installed in a retaining pile in front of San Marco square in Venice (IT), Lat. 45◦25′58.49′′ N
and Lon. 12◦20′26.50′′ E, for the period 16 July 2020–31 December 2021. The recording
frequency is 16 Hz, allowing for continuously acquiring the surface elevations. Figure 2
shows the deployed instruments, the retaining pile where the gauges were hung up and a
scheme of the installation. The instruments were attached to a steel cable with a 5 kg ballast.
The water depth in correspondence of the pile is about 4 m. The surveys for instrument
maintenance and data download occurred approximately monthly.
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Figure 2. (a) Wave pressure gauges installed in a retaining pile of a small floating breakwater placed
in front of San Marco square (Venice, IT). The small arrow indicates the position of the small shelf
used to hang up the steel cable where the gauges are attached; (b) scheme of the installation (not to
scale) and principal characteristics; (c) pressure gauges RBR Solo D wave.
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Pressure transducers are instruments commonly used for wave measurements
(Karimpoura and Chen [35]) and, following the linear wave theory, the recorded data
contain three signals: an atmospheric pressure, an hydrostatic pressure and a dynamic
pressure (Equation (1)).

pMIS(t) = patm(t) + ρgd(t) + ρg η(t)
cosh h k(h(t)− d(t))

cos h(k h(t))
(1)

where ρ is the water density; k the wave number; d0 is the gauge submergence with respect
to the mean sea level; d(t) is the instantaneous submergence (=d0 + tide); h0 is the water
depth with respect to the msl, h(t) is the instantaneous water depth (h0 + tide) and η(t) is
the surface elevation.

In Equation (1), the second signal represents the sensor’s depth used to define the
water depth in time h(t). The third signal is a result of the wave motion and is used to
estimate wave properties. Since the dynamic pressure can be attenuated markedly with the
frequency and the depth of the transducer (Cavaleri et al. [36]), the gauge must always be
submerged but, at the same time, the submergence must not be such as to filter the shortest
frequencies, i.e., those of the waves generated by winds or by small boats. The gauges
were therefore installed with two different submergences (d0) to measure waves both in
low and high tide conditions. The “SMa” gauge was placed at −0.5 m msl and the “SMb”
at +0.5 m msl (Figure 2b). This latter gauge is essentially used to check the accuracy of the
wave signal correction hereafter described.

The dynamic pressure signal measured with a pressure gauge cannot be used directly
for wave analysis, and requires the proper correction and preparation; otherwise, it leads to
an underestimation of the wave height. The pressure data correction for dynamic pressure
attenuation in depth was performed in time domain and no additional frequency spectrum
correction has been applied since it is not essential in shallow depths. The first operation
consists of removing the atmospheric pressure and the tide from the gauge signal to obtain
the dynamic pressure. To account for the dynamic pressure loss at the sensor depth, this
latter series is split into portions of 10 min and the actual d(t) and h(t) are calculated
by averaging the data over each section allowing the evaluation of the depth-corrected
η(t) signal. Finally, η(t) is analysed to compute the typical spectral and statistical wave
parameters every 30 min: spectral, significant and maximum wave heights (Hm0, HS and
Hmax); mean and peak wave periods (Tm and Tp).

2.3. Numerical Wave Modelling

The SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore) model (version 41.31) is used to simulate
the wind-generated waves in the Venetian lagoon. The model, developed by the Delft
University of Technology (Booij et al. [37,38]), solves the wave action balance equation
accounting for several physics, sinks and sources, such as the generation by wind. This
mechanism is critical for the specific case of enclosed basins, such as lagoons and lakes
since the wind-wave growth starts from land and the wave boundary condition is null
(Favaretto et al. [39]). The model solves the equations with a finite difference approach
using an implicit iterative direct method for time integration (Sartini et al. [40]).

For the present analysis, the SWAN model is run with the third-generation option
(GEN3) in stationary mode. The steady-state assumption means that the winds remain
steady sufficiently long enough for the waves to attain fetch-limited conditions. This
assumption is reliable for the Venetian lagoon since the maximum fetch in front of an Marco
square is limited to 3 km, and fetch-limited conditions are reached after only ~10–15 min.
As a consequence, the steady state assumption does not consider the change of water levels
within the simulation. This is, however, acceptable for the Venetian lagoon where the
characteristic time for water level variations and for wave generation and propagation
are slightly different: in hours for the first phenomenon and minutes for the second. The
change of water levels can therefore be considered negligible for wave modelling in this
specific enclosed basin.
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The numerical properties are set to the default values, using the NUMerics STOPC
command (dabs = 0.005, drel = 0.01, curvat = 0.005, npnts = 99.5) with a limiter parameter
equal to 0.1. The threshold depth depmin is set equal to 0.05 m. The formulation for
depth-induced wave breaking is the default Battjes and Janssen [41] (BREA command
with alpha = 1 and gamma = 0.73). The bottom friction is activated with the FRIC JON
command that considers a semi-empirical expression (Hasselmann et al. [42]) with a
constant friction coefficient equal to 0.038 m2s−3. The KOMEN package [43] is used for
wind input, quadruplet interactions and whitecapping (Christakos et al. [14] and Aydoğan
and Ayat [16]). The wind velocity used by SWAN is the wind velocity at 10 m elevation
(U10), which is then converted into calculations of the friction velocity u*, defined as
u*2 = CD U10

2, where CD is the wind-drag coefficient. In the following simulations, the
second-order polynomial formula proposed by Zijlema et al. [44] for CD is used. Since the
wind measurements used to force the model are available at 12.5 m elevation, a correction
(=0.93) based on the wind logarithmic profile is applied to the wind intensity.

The simulations are performed by setting a uniform water level, a uniform wind field
and a null wave spectrum at the upwind boundary, in order to evaluate only the waves
generated by the wind blowing over the enclosed basin. An additional corrective coefficient
for wind velocity is introduced to account for slightly non-homogenous wind fields in the
lagoon. The total correction coefficient applied to U10 is equal to 0.75. Three north-oriented,
structured and regular grids are used. The first and the second cover the entire lagoon with
open and closed inlets, respectively, and a resolution of 100 m (154,164 elements). The latter
is a nested grid located in front of San Marco square (grey box in Figure 1) with a resolution
of 10 m (94,581 elements). The wave boundary conditions applied to the nested grid are
based on the result obtained from the main ones.

The directional grid range from 0◦ to 360◦ N with 72 bins (interval = 5◦ N). The
frequency grid is set between 0.05 Hz and 2 Hz, considering 36 logarithmically spaced bins.
The choice of the proper frequency range is crucial since it should be a compromise between
accuracy and computational load. It must cover the range of expected wave frequencies
generated by the winds and an unsuited choice of frequency range and discretization lead
to noteworthy results. For the case of enclosed basins, the lower value (0.05 Hz) has little
influence on the final results since it only increases the discretization in a range where no
waves are expected (i.e., wave periods larger than 6 s). For instance, considering a lower
limit equal to 0.15 Hz, for the investigated lagoon, the differences in terms of HS are of the
order of 2% with respect to the limit of 0.05 Hz. On the contrary, the upper value requires
specific attention. Bottema et al. [45] suggested that the upper value of 2 Hz is necessary to
properly resolve the spectrum and for hindcasting/forecasting waves in enclosed basins.

3. Results
3.1. Measured and Computed Wind Waves

The recorded wave series is the result of both boat traffic waves and wind waves.
Whereas wind waves occur occasionally, traffic waves can be considered as a frequent
hydrodynamic forcing in the investigated area. In fact, the series shows a daily trend
caused by boat traffic in the San Marco basin. The black line in Figure 3 is the daily trend
computed as the average of the recorded HS relative to each hour for the entire time series.
The waves between 6 am and 6 pm are characterized by a mean HS of about 15 cm and,
during the night, the waves decrease and the minimum is expected at 2 am with mean HS
less than 5 cm.
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(black line). The other line indicates the daily trend affected by the main measures adopted by the
Italian government during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The start of the wave measurements (16 July 2020) took place a few months after the
start of the COVID-19 pandemic, which largely changed human habits and life. Therefore,
the observed wave time series is affected by a trend triggered by the Italian measures
adopted during the pandemic. This trend is a consequence of different boat traffic in
the Venetian lagoon that does not obviously affect the wind-generated waves, i.e., the
focus of the present investigation. For clarity and completeness, a short discussion of the
pandemic’s effect on the magnitude of the waves is hereafter described.

Several restrictive measures were applied in Italy to oppose the COVID-19 disease,
followed by opening measures to restart the activities [46,47]. Braga et al. [48] found
that from March to April 2020, i.e., during the first lockdown, the mean HS decrease by
about 50% since local water traffic was dramatically reduced. As a consequence, unprece-
dented water transparency was reported in the city canals, leading to several positive
environmental consequences.

In the period from July–October 2020, a series of measures allowed for the restart of
activities after the first national lockdown; in the period from November 2020–April 2021,
a Prime Ministerial Decree (DPCM) introduced again restrictive measures to reduce the
pandemic spreading. From May 2021 until now, the decrees have also allowed a gradual
reopening based on the administration of vaccines against COVID-19. Figure 3 shows the
daily trend computed for these three periods, where the effect of the restrictive and opening
measure on the boat traffic is detectable.

Due to their specific generation, boat and wind waves have considerably different
characteristics, e.g., wave form, period and length (Hofmann et al. [49]). In particular, the
relationship between the wave height and the wave period vary according to the wave
steepness (ratio between the significant wave height and the wave length HS/L), and can
be used to highlight, together with the simultaneous wind velocity Vw, the wave generated
by different forcing. In Figure 4a, HS are plotted against the corresponding mean wave
periods and four subsets of them are highlighted based on their wave steepness. The set of
waves with HS/L in the range 0.025–0.035, also associated with wind velocity Vw larger
than 7.5 m/s (black stars in the figure), includes all the waves corresponding to the highest
HS (larger than 0.25 m, points inside the red ellipse in the figure), which are reasonably
those generated by stormy events. Figure 4b shows the same points but plotted in terms of
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dimensionless significant wave height H* and dimensionless wave period T*. In fact, as
pointed out by Toba [50], there is a simple similarity in wind waves between H* = g HS/u*2

and T* = gTm/u*, where u* = CD Vw is the wind stress (CD is the friction coefficient based
on Zijlema et al. [44] formula). These dimensionless variables could therefore be used to
look for physical dependencies and derive power-law fits. The dependency law between
H* and T* for this subset of waves is H* = 0.0084 T* 1.92. It is important to recall that the
investigated area is a rather small, enclosed basin where wind waves are relative to a young
sea growth since the wave generation is only forced by winds blowing over the lagoon. In
fact, the exponent of the power-law dependency between H* and T* is higher than 5/3,
as in the reference case for young waves shown by Badulin and Grigorieva [51] and by
Gagnaire-Renou et al. [52].
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Figure 4. (a) HS and Tm dependency: some points are highlighted based on their wave steepness,
the black stars highlight the wind-generated waves and the red ellipse indicates the waves with HS

larger than 0.25 m, i.e., those generated by stormy events (Vw is the simultaneous wind velocity).
(b) Similarity in wind waves between dimensionless significant wave height H* and dimensionless
wave period T*; the same subset of black stars are highlighted.

The maxima HS recorded by the wave gauges are selected during some Mo.S.E.
closures or during some ordinary wind events. The selection of the storms is based on two
criteria: (i) maximum wind velocity Vw larger than 10 m/s (i.e., ~ the 95th percentile); and
(ii) maximum wave height HS during the wind storm larger than 0.15 m. It is important to
point out that the San Marco basin is exposed only to winds blowing from 80◦–180◦ N since
it is sheltered from other wind directions (Figure 1b). Consequently, only ten recorded
stormy events (six during Mo.S.E. closures and four during ordinary events) force the
generation of wind waves in front of San Marco square in the observed period. The list
of events is reported in Table 1, which summarizes all the main information: HS, Tm, sea
levels (z) at the Punta della Salute gauge and at the Lido inlet, wind intensity (Vw) and wind
direction (Dw). The HS ranges between 0.17 and 0.34 m, and the corresponding Vw ranges
between 10.6 and 22.2 m/s. The longest lagoon closure, lasting more than 40 h, was during
event no. 3. With the exception of event no. 7, all the selected events are relative to the
directional sector located between 120◦ N and 180◦ N. This sector corresponds to Scirocco
winds responsible for Acqua Alta events when the Mo.S.E. system operates more frequently.
The direction that characterizes event no. 7 usually does not cause high water levels in
the northern and central basins of the Venetian lagoon. However, it is interesting to also
analyze this condition, during which time the Mo.S.E. was not closed but strong winds
blew, generating high waves in the San Marco basin.
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Table 1. List of stormy events (6 during Mo.S.E. closures and 4 during ordinary events) that force the
wind-wave generation in front of the San Marco square.

n t Mo.S.E.
Closures

HS (m)
Max Tm (s)

z (m ZMPS) at
Punta

Della Salute

z (m ZMPS)
Max at

Lido Inlet

Vw (m/s)
at Lido

Inlet

Dw (◦N)
at Lido

Inlet

1 03/10/2020 08:00 yes 0.23 2.25 0.69 1.19 14.6 145
2 26/10/2020 16:30 no 0.22 2.15 0.70 0.87 14.1 161
3 05/12/2020 19:00 yes 0.34 2.59 0.83 1.28 17.4 137
4 28/12/2020 11:00 yes 0.33 2.51 0.72 1.34 20.1 168
5 22/01/2021 21:30 yes 0.21 2.07 0.56 1.07 15.0 171
6 18/03/2021 00:30 no 0.17 1.89 0.40 0.40 10.6 144
7 06/04/2021 10:00 no 0.29 2.28 0.41 0.44 22.2 92
8 13/07/2021 14:00 no 0.24 2.34 0.78 0.85 15.4 130
9 01/11/2021 18:00 yes 0.30 2.37 0.81 1.38 16.5 145

10 04/11/2021 00:00 yes 0.19 2.07 0.58 1.05 12.5 159

Figure 5 shows the time series of HS, z, Vw and Dw during a Mo.S.E. closure
(28 December 2020, event no. 4) and an ordinary event (13 July 2021, event no. 8). In the
figures, the HS daily trend (previously shown in Figure 3) is also plotted to enhance the
wave resulting from the storms. These two storms were selected in order to compare events
when the water level inside the lagoon was similar (0.72 m and 0.78 m respectively).
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Event no. 4Event no. 4 - Mo.S.E. operations

Hs = 0.24 m
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Event no. 8Event no. 8 – Ordinary event

Figure 5. Time series of HS, sea levels (z) at the Punta della Salute gauge and at the Lido inlet and
wind intensity (Vw) with information also on wind direction (Dw). (a) during a Mo.S.E. closure,
28 December 2020; the yellow light box indicates the Mo.S.E. closure and (b) an ordinary event,
13 July 2021.
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During event no. 4, the lagoon was closed for approximately 17 h, and the water levels
reached 1.34 m at the inlets and remain below 0.8 m at the Punta della Salute tidal gauge
during the whole closure. The event was characterized by winds up to 20.1 m/s blowing
from 168◦ N that generated waves with HS up to 0.33 m in front of San Marco square. The
HS during the ordinary event no. 8 was smaller compared to event no. 4, with maximum
Hs equal to 0.24 m. The water level was 0.78 m at the Punta della Salute and the wind
was equal to 15.4 m/s blowing from 130◦ N. Both the events are useful to highlight that
the wave generation is almost simultaneous to the maximum wind intensity, confirming
the fetch limited hypothesis and allowing steady-state simulations. The same figures are
presented in the Supplementary Materials for all the other events.

The ten events are simulated with the SWAN model, using the settings reported in
Section 2.3. The wind fields used are uniform and the wind intensities and directions for
each storm are the ones listed in Table 1, which are based on wind measurements. The
nested grid model results in terms of HS are shown in Figure 6 for all the events; the
black arrows indicate the wave directions and their lengths are proportional to HS. For
completeness, the HS results mapped for the whole lagoon (main model grid) are presented
in the Supplementary Materials. Among all the events, only event no. 7 is a typical Bora
storm with winds blowing from the north-east/east and the San Marco basin is partially
shadowed from this direction. However, due to diffraction, the waves enter inside the basin
and reach approximately 35 cm in front of San Marco square. The other events are typical
Scirocco storms during which high storm surges are generated by the wind blowing on
the whole Adriatic Sea and, in fact, when the Mo.S.E. operates more frequently. The wave
height is high (up to 50 cm) in the most exposed part of the San Marco basin, i.e., east of
San Marco square.

Figure 7a shows the comparison between the measured and the computed signifi-
cant wave height HS: the six events during Mo.S.E. closures are plotted in red, and the
others in blue (four ordinary events). In general, the comparisons show a fairly good
agreement between measured and predicted Hs values. To quantitatively assess the quality
of the estimates, three performance metrics were calculated: the coefficient of efficiency
NSE Nash et al. [53], the index of agreement D Willmott et al. [54] and the square of the
correlation coefficient r2. Complete disagreement is described by negative NSE, D = 0 and
r2 = 0 and. All indexed are = 1 for perfect agreement. For significant wave heights, NSE is
equal to 0.6761, D is equal to 0.9205 and r2 is equal to 0.6869.

Figure 7b shows the relationship between H* and T* for both measured and computed
waves. In the enclosed basins, the prediction of the wave period is not straightforward and
is strictly related to the wind input source term. The two dependency laws shown in the
figure are slightly different but the results for the wave period are reasonable considering
that this parameter has a larger variability (Vieira et al. [55]).

3.2. Effect of Mo.S.E. Closures on Wind Waves

The validation presented in the previous paragraph allows for broadening the numeri-
cal results to the whole lagoon in order to better understand the effects of the closure of the
inlets on the wind-wave propagation. The six events during Mo.S.E. closures (events no. 1,
3, 4, 5, 9 and 10) are re-simulated considering the inlets opened and therefore setting the
sea level inside the lagoon as the maximum value recorded at the Lido inlet. In detail, the
water levels (z) for the six events are:

• Event no. 1 closed scenario z = 0.69 m, open scenario z = 1.19 m (z decrease ~ 42%);
• Event no. 3, closed scenario z = 0.83 m, open scenario z = 1.28 m (z decrease ~ 35%);
• Event no. 4, closed scenario z = 0.72 m, open scenario z = 1.34 m (z decrease ~ 46%);
• Event no. 5, closed scenario z = 0.56 m, open scenario z = 1.07 m (z decrease ~ 47%);
• Event no. 9, closed scenario z = 0.81 m, open scenario z = 1.38 m (z decrease ~ 41%);
• Event no. 10, closed scenario z = 0.58 m, open scenario z = 1.05 m (z decrease ~ 45%).
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Figure 6. Numerical model results within the nested grid (San Marco basin) for all the 10 events
listed in Table 1 (no. 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10 Mo.S.E. closures and no. 2, 6, 7, 8 ordinary events). The black dot
indicates the position of the pressure gauges.
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Figure 7. Comparison between the measured and the computed (a) significant wave height HS and
(b) dependency law between the dimensionless wave period T* and the dimensionless significant
wave height H* during the ten events: 6 Mo.S.E. closures (stars) and 4 ordinary events (circles).

Obviously, the Hs is lower during the Mo.S.E. closures due to the lower water levels.
The Hs decrease with respect to the conditions with open inlets and is not uniform within
the lagoon. Figures 8–10 show the percentage decrease between the modelled Hs in the
closed and opened Mo.S.E. gates for the six events. The results relative to event no. 4 show
the largest differences between the two scenarios (with closed Mo.S.E. −25% on average
in the whole lagoon). In general, the decrease is very high in all the areas that, during the
Mo.S.E. closures, were emerged or little submerged.
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than 30%.
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Figure 10. Percentage decrease between the modelled HS in the closed and open barrier scenarios for
(a) event no. 9 (1 November 2021) and (b) no. 10 (4 November 2021). In the red, the decreases are
larger than 30%.

To further investigate the effect of the Mo.S.E. closures, the difference in terms of
HS obtained for the six events is averaged and shown in Figure 11. For the six events,
the average decrease in terms of water levels between the closed and opened scenario is
approximately 43%. The average Hs decrease in the whole lagoon is approximately 22%,
and the figure is useful to highlight the areas where the decrease of Hs due to lower water
levels is larger. As aforementioned, the areas with the largest predicted differences are the
shallow tidal flats and salt marshes located in the south-western and northern parts (black
zones in the main figure, green areas in the two zooms). In these areas characterized by
mean water depths in the range 0.25–0.37 m, the decrease is on average 48% during the
Mo.S.E closures, whereas in the remaining deeper areas, the decrease is on average 19%. In
the San Marco basin, the decrease ranges between 1 and 8%.
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The Mo.S.E. closures have therefore a non-negligible effect on the wind-wave propa-
gation. On one hand, from an engineering perspective, smaller waves reduce the risk of
flooding due to wave overtopping in the city of Venice [33] and ease the loads applied to the
maritime structures (i.e., floating breakwaters). On the other hand, modification of the wave
height and energy could considerably change the sediment mechanism inside the lagoon
with impacts on the lagoon morphodynamics. For instance, since the marshes flooding
decreases during the floodgate closure, the sedimentation induced by the combined effect
of lower water levels and lower wind waves changes, influencing the sustainability of these
tidal landforms (Tognin et al. [56]).

4. Conclusions

The present study investigated the effect of the Mo.S.E. closures on the wind-wave
generation in front of the San Marco basin and, as a result, in the whole Venetian lagoon
through a combined experimental and numerical analysis. Two pressure wave gauges
were installed in front of the San Marco square from July 2020 to December 2021 and ten
stormy events were selected (during Mo.S.E. closures and ordinary events) and simulated
with the SWAN spectral wave model. The peculiarity of this combined analysis is two-fold.
Firstly, wave measurements in the Venetian lagoon are sparse and fragmented and the in
situ investigation allowed for establishing a unique and valuable dataset. Secondly, the
validations of wave models in enclosed basins, such as lagoons, are rare due to both the lack
of data and the critical issue associated with the wind-wave generation, i.e., the wind-wave
growth starts from land and the wave boundary condition is null.

It is worthy to highlight that the start of the measurements took place a few months
after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic and the measured average significant wave height
HS time series influenced by boat traffic shows a fluctuating trend (in the range of −8% to
+14%) associated with the Italian measures adopted to combat the pandemic.

The combined analysis allowed for comparing the modelled wind-wave propagation
during flood-regulated conditions (Mo.S.E. closures) and non-regulated events. During the
Mo.S.E. closures, due to the lower water level (on average 43% of water level reduction),
the differences in terms of Hs are of the order of 22% but with areas that experienced higher
decreases. The largest differences (−48%) were predicted as expected in the shallow tidal
flats and salt marshes located in the south-western and northern parts of the lagoon.

The temporary closure of the Venetian lagoon aimed at preventing flooding has, there-
fore, an impact on the wind-wave propagation with positive and negative consequences.
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From an engineering perspective, lower waves induce smaller overtopping discharge over
the quays of Venice and reduce the loads applied to the maritime structures. From an
environmental perspective, the decrease in the waves could also considerably change
the lagoon’s hydrodynamics and morphodynamics, with effects on the morphological
variations.

Future research work should carry out in situ observations acquired at several locations
across the Venetian Lagoon in order to extend the wave dataset and numerical validation,
and further investigate both the boat waves and the effects of the storm-surge barriers on
wind-wave propagation inside this fragile environment.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/w14162579/s1: Figures S1–S5 show the time series of HS, z, Vw
and Dw during the ten analyzed events. Figures S6–S15 show the HS numerical results mapped for
the whole Venetian lagoon for the ten analyzed events.
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